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New enemies. Unlikely allies. A neon city in the Deadlands that never sleeps.Halek Cain has
mysteries to solve, people to rescue, and a vendetta to carry out.But he must fix his Reaper
augmentations before they kill him. He needs raw materials from Gronic, a technical specialist
on Roxo III, and time to put himself right before the Union comes for him.Everything seems like
it’s going to work out…until he learns Elise is in trouble.If Cain doesn’t get to her first, everything
that happened on Dreadmax will have been for nothing.The Last Reaper will encounter
assassins, Union special operators, and a mysterious rival from his past. The odds are
overwhelming, and the enemies are mounting.But when all is said and done, each of them will
learn that you must always fear the Reaper.
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rifle, sniper model. (YT is a randomly generated model number)1“I never liked Gronic,” I said,
aware that this would prompt X-37 to gloat.“You might recall that I warned you it was an
unpleasant place,” the limited artificial intelligence I still called X-37 said. It was Reaper Corps
technology, outdated and slated for destruction—just like me. The Union had developed bigger
and badder assassins while I was locked up on death row for crimes I did commit.Everything on
the planet was carved from red stone, even things that didn’t need to be, like eating utensils and
belt buckles. Who the hell wore a stone belt buckle? One minute I’d been crossing the galaxy in
a slip tunnel on a starship called the Jellybird, and the next I was eating noodles with a fork
carved from some derivative of red granite.“The craftsmanship is exquisite,” X-37 said, reminding



me the LAI saw through my eyes—sometimes better, sometimes worse than I did.I licked the
fork clean. “I didn’t know you were a forking expert.” I laughed and felt pretty good.“My analysis
suggests you’re attempting humor,” X-37 deadpanned.“Now you’re attempting humor,” I
countered.“I was not.” X-37 beeped softly in my ear. “Stand by, I need to fix something. You may
experience a distortion of your visual and auditory senses.”One narrow line of static grew
horizontally across my vision, disappearing almost as soon as it appeared.A street merchant
shouted at me—aggressively demanding my attention and my money. Or maybe he was telling
me I couldn’t keep the exquisite bowl and the fork as I walked away from his stand.Since I was
kind of a dick, I handed the mostly empty bowl to a lurking street kid, who immediately darted
into the crowd.The soup merchant shook his fist at me but kept one hand on his cart, afraid to
leave it unattended. “Cha! Chada he gonna gat my cheeda growla! You gedda godda pay
meeda!”“Hey, no comprende,” I said, hands raised.This offended the merchant. He snatched a
stick from behind the cart then waved it at me, advancing with angry words and toxic body
language. Each step away from his property made him visibly anxious and increasingly angry.
He looked back several times.“What’s he saying, X?” I asked.“I detect the use of profanity but
cannot piece together the meaning. I don’t believe he trusts the other food cart vendors or
citizens of Gronic in general. Theft is a serious problem on this planet.”Backing away, I reached
the area of the sidewalk that was beyond the man’s territory, apparently. He went back to his
soup cart complaining to all of his neighbors about whatever I’d said or done to offend him.“What
was his problem, X?” I asked.“You ignored the one credit deposit on stoneware that is clearly
posted on the front of his rolling kiosk, redistributed said stoneware to a random child, then
conveyed your belief he was robbing you with his prices by raising both hands submissively and
backing away,” X-37 said.“Look at you, talking all formal,” I said, trying to tease him despite the
impossibility of this actually working since he wasn’t a person or even a fully functioning AI.
Limited AIs—LAIs—often felt like they were more powerful than they were, and the Reaper
Corps had pushed right up to the limits of what could be installed in an operator’s nerve-
ware.“You did ask the question,” X-37 stated.“Yeah, you’re right. Thanks for the answer. What
else do you have for me?”“You have admirers,” X-37 said.I checked my six, then the rooftops and
windows close enough to be a problem if someone wanted to snipe me. X-37 could only see
what I saw. He wasn’t omniscient or tapped into whatever local communications network they
had on this shithole. What he did better than me was record and sometimes analyze
observations my brain filtered or ignored.“I see them,” I said.“Outstanding, Reaper Cain. I will put
a gold star on your report card,” X-37 said.“Nice, X. That was almost funny. You’re getting better,”
I said, changing my course through the crowds.Down the street, sweating in the Gronic heat, a
half-dozen gang members watched me. Some were sitting on the curb. Others leaned against
the chain-link fence that had been bolted into one of the stone walls of a three-story apartment
building. They had tattoos, bad attitudes, and plenty of distance to keep them safe.“Why are
your blood pressure and heart rate increasing?” X-37 asked.“Check your sensors. I don’t give a
shit about these preening asshats and I’m certainly not worried,” I said, swaggering like I was



ready for a fight. Because I was.“I am merely reporting on your biometrics.” X-37’s tone could be
completely neutral and still sound churlish.“Well, don’t.” Ignoring the sarcastic little AI in my
head, I approached a news kiosk and tabbed through the menus.“Perhaps I can be of
assistance,” X-37 said. “Call it a peace offering.”“Don’t need your help. Just a simple check. I
haven’t seen any news on Greendale yet,” I said.“What are you expecting? A personal ad from
Elise looking for the first starship out of there?”“Something like that. Or maybe some sort of gun
battle between rogue spec ops units and the people I asked to look after her.”“Are you regretting
your decision?” X-37 asked.“No, of course not. The guy I knew there is a retired ground-pounder
—never trained with spec ops. He’s just good guy who happened to serve with me after basic
training. He’ll look after Elise, but he won’t be ready for a war with people like Briggs.”“It sounds
like you are regretting your decision,” X-37 asserted.I cursed under my breath. “Is there a way to
turn you off?”“There is not, Reaper Cain.”I sighed and left the news kiosk, looking for something
to sanitize my hands with. My only consolation was that X-37 seemed to be more polite. He had
allowed the Jellybird to update his software with the idea he would need modern algorithms to
interact with many of the computers we would be encountering as we traveled through the
galaxy. The results had been favorable, but there were a few side effects.A pack of dogs ripped
something out of an overturned dumpster, and they stopped to growl at me when I came too
close. I kept moving, pulling a locally made cigar from my pocket and cutting off one end with a
small knife from my pocket.“That is your last one,” X-37 said.“How did humanity survive without
computers like you?” I asked.X-37’s reply sounded smug. “It is a mystery.”What sucked about
this whole situation was that X-37 could practically read my mind. We’d been over this several
times and he promised he couldn’t. I knew from my training that there was no way to link an
artificial intelligence with actual human thought. But we were together constantly and it
frequently seemed like my little helper was poking around in my brain.X-37 could read my
biometrics and tell when I was stressed, when I needed additional adrenaline to survive a fight,
or when my hormones needed to be regulated to maximize recovery after a hard fight or grueling
workout. A lot of people would die for technology like that. Probably some people had, but it
seemed the Union had moved on from the Reaper program.We’d been phased out. It was the
rawest luck that I had survived the Dreadmax mission and escaped into the wild. Slip tunnel after
slip tunnel, I had evaded their attempts to bring me in. Mostly their failure was because I cared a
lot more about living than they cared about hunting me, and everyone but Commander Briggs
and some of his elite spec ops soldiers knew that if they cornered me, they’d die.Reapers had a
reputation for a reason. Killing was easy. I could practically do it in my sleep.“Elevated heart rate
and blood pressure detected,” X-37 said.“Check yourself, X. I’m cool as ice,” I snapped.“That is
incorrect,” X-37 said.“Whatever. I know how I feel,” I said. “Heart rates and blood pressure vary.
Who cares?”“Cool as ice is a mixed metaphor,” X-37 said.“Bullshit.”“Ice is cold, not cool. Unless
perhaps it is melting?”“How’s my blood pressure now?” I quipped.X-37 paused.
“Interesting.”“Well?” I asked. “Are you causing me to stroke out or not?”“It seems that
confrontation actually lowered your heart and blood pressure slightly,” X-37 noted. “My expert



analysis is that you, Reaper Cain, are a freak.”I laughed, nursing my cigar to life with a cheap
lighter. “You got that right, X.”The cigar paper was too thick and wrapped around greenhouse-
grown tobacco, or maybe something even nastier like a fungus analog. I breathed it in, reaching
up with my left hand to hold the cigar.Pain shot up my neck. I knew the spasm was coming
before it happened but couldn’t stop it. The augmented structure of my left arm was incredibly
powerful and not always perfectly in sync with my body. My fingers crushed the cigar, sending a
shower of glowing embers tumbling down the front of my shirt.Beating away the sparks with my
other hand, I jumped back and cursed in several languages.“Shall I call the local fire brigade?”
X-37 asked.“You’re in rare form today, X. Maybe you need another tune-up. Or tune down as it
were,” I said.“Is now a good time to state the obvious? You are officially out of cigars. Perhaps it
is time to cease this needless poisoning of your body,” X-37 chastised.“You’re absolutely right. I’ll
quit. When I find some decent replacements.” My hand twitched. Static filled my vision. The
limited AI that was supposed to be helping me was talking shit.I was pretty glad to be alive, even
though my only friend was a digital voice in my head—or through the smallest bones in my inner
ear, to be exact—and my systems were degrading from state-of-the-art killing tools to personal,
permanently implanted torture devices.“Are you okay, Reaper Cain?” X-37 asked.“Just happy to
be here, even though my shit’s busted and you’re a real asshole,” I said.“Figuratively, of course,”
X-37 said.“Oh, you’re killing me today,” I said, picking up the stub of my ruined cigar and smoking
it anyway.“Again, ‘figuratively’ is what you mean. I am not literally killing you. That would be
illogical.” X-37 sounded too serious.“Sure, X. I was just pulling your chain. And don’t say
‘figuratively,’” I snapped. “I know you wouldn’t bite the hand that feeds you.”“I’m not touching that
one,” X-37 promised.Pain shot up my neck. “That hurt,” I complained.“Where does it hurt?” X-37
asked.I told him.“Your cybernetics are out of synchronization with your body. You have two
options: see a qualified technician who has access to replacement parts, a laboratory, and
diagnostic tools—or grow stronger,” X-37 said.“Not helpful. Do you have any idea what I would
need to lift with the right side of my body to equal my left?” I asked. “Never mind the difficulty of
performing the really good exercises with one arm?”“I do, Reaper Cain,” X-37 said quickly. “You
would need—”“Don’t tell me,” I said, exasperated. “Just don’t.”“Would you like me to research
accessory exercises and physical therapy regimens to address this problem?” X-37 asked. “You
can’t just squat, bench, and deadlift.”“I do other stuff,” I complained.“There are many accessory
exercises I can research for you,” X-37 offered.“Will that help?” I asked.“Probably not.”I rolled my
neck until I found some relief.“Congratulations on quitting smoking,” X-37 said.“You are such an
asshole, X.”“My personality is based on yours, Reaper Cain,” X-37 reminded me.I cut across the
street to a bar that opened toward the street. The awning provided shade. A sign promised the
beer was cold, which was probably true. Gronic didn’t have excessive amounts of technology,
but their air-conditioning and refrigeration units were overpowered most of the time due to the
warm climate. Out here on the street, it was hot as hell. Inside most of the red rock structures, I’d
probably need to button up my trench coat and find a blanket or a fireplace.The street-side bar
was a happy medium. Cool air blew from window and ceiling units.As for the clientele, I didn’t



think we were going to hit it off.“It is my estimation that none of these people can provide the
Glandarian silicon you need for repairs,” X-37 whispered in my ear.“Give me a beer,” I said to the
bartender.The man poured a tall red rock mug full of brew and slid it over to me. I paid with some
of the local coins I’d acquired since arriving.“You a cripple?” some thick-necked fuckstick at the
end of the bar demanded, popping the knuckles of one hand in the other. “Something wrong with
you? Got a disease or something that makes you twitch like that?”“Was I twitching, X?” I asked,
facing away to avoid looking like a crazy person talking to myself.“What did you call me?” the
ruffian asked.“No more than normal, sir,” X-37 answered.“Hey, asshole,” the man said, leaning
forward from his barstool.The beer, it turned out, was almost too cold. I took a sip, looked at the
carved mug, and realized it had probably been machined rather than hand-carved. It was easy
to think of the locals as cave dwellers, but starships came here for all the normal reasons,
including repair and refitting. The orbital space dock was always busy.The locals didn’t have the
most advanced tech or manufacturing infrastructure, but they had enough.“I was talking to you,”
the local tough guy said, edging closer, dragging one hand along the bar with his beer mug in it.
He’ll probably try to hit me with it, I thought.“Was?” I asked. “That implies you’re no longer talking
to me. Which is good—for both of us.”He opened his mouth, then closed it, suddenly unsure.I
turned my gaze on him, and he took a step back.“Hey, look at that. Bobby’s scared,” one of the
other patrons jeered.“Yeah, he’s always been squeamish around foreigners,” another man
said.“You guys piss off,” Bobby spat. “I just don’t feel like kicking his ass right now. My beer’s still
cold and I’m thirsty.”“Whatever, Bobby. Why don’t you buy me one of those cold beers too so I
can see how good they are?” Bobby’s friend asked.“That was a close call, Reaper Cain,” X-37
said dryly.“Are you being sarcastic?” I asked, then took a long draw of my very cold and too bitter
beer.“I was attempting humor through sarcasm. Was my statement, in fact, funny?” X-37
asked.“Work on it, X.” I wasn’t in the mood, but I wasn’t really annoyed either. My glitchy arm and
eye exhausted me. The pain wasn’t so bad, it was just constant and irritating. The minor flareups
could be a problem if they happened at the wrong time, but I’d deal with that when it became a
problem.“While I was delighting you with my entertainment software,” X-37 said, “I also ran an
analysis of this confrontation. I doubt we have seen the last of Bobby.”I killed the rest of my beer
and slid the mug back to the barkeeper. “Thanks.”“You paid for two,” the barkeeper said.“Keep
the change.”2A gust of wind picked up shortly after I left the street-side bar. Dust filled the air. I
turned left at the first corner, catching sight of Bobby and some of his friends in my peripheral
vision.Of course they were going to follow me. Why couldn’t anything be easy? And what made
guys like this so dumb? Didn’t they know I was the most wanted and feared killer in the galaxy?I
went into an alley, climbed up the fire escape, and went over a building so that I could drop down
on the other side. After a few more maneuvers, I was on a second building watching my pursuers
bumble about in the maze of stinking alleyways and narrow side streets.“That seemed relatively
simple,” X-37 said. “Perhaps you should do something spectacular to show off. Maybe light a
cigar and say one of your senseless one-liners.”“I hate you, X,” I said.“Which affects me not all. In
all seriousness, your adversaries have lost interest,” X-37 announced.“Just a waste of time,” I



said, patting my trench coat pocket for a cigar I knew wasn’t there. My eye twitched and my
vision filled with static that pulsed in time with my heartbeat for several seconds. “I’d forgotten
what a pain in the ass being a Reaper could be.”“Be that as it may, I’ve updated your local map
to the shop you requested.”“Thanks.” I grabbed a ladder with both hands, pressed the soles of
my feet to the outside, and slid to the ground like I was responding to battle stations on a
starship. Some kids saw me and shouted encouragement. “None of you little bastards try that.
I’m not explaining to your mothers why you broke your necks.”They thought this was hilarious
and immediately started trying things I’d never do even in my prime. Kids were invincible. And
stupid.The shop I needed was called the Punk Ass Geek. The sign displayed a half-naked
woman that I didn’t think had anything to do with the technology they sold inside. The proprietors
probably just liked it for its intrinsic art value.The shop owner, despite the juvenile decor and the
trash cans full of junk food, wasn’t a kid. He was either older than the hills or looked that way
because of hard living. Time had worn deep grooves into skin that looked more like leather than
a face. Gronic did that to people. I had been here before and hadn’t liked it then either. Of course,
it had been one of my bloodier missions with very unclear directives.Reapers had been
designed to go places other people couldn’t and do things they wouldn’t.“I’m closed,” the man
said, levering himself up from a stool near a holo screen.“The sign says you’re open,” I
said.“Yeah, well, I just didn’t feel like walking out there to turn it around. Have you seen the back
of the sign?” he asked, laughing like a fifteen-year-old, which was disturbing given his tortured
vocal cords. I had a pretty good idea that he’d been smoking his whole life and had never paid
for an actual Starbrand cigar.“What’s on the back of the sign?” I asked, unimpressed and rapidly
growing bored with this guy’s lewdness, mostly because I thought it was an act.“Hehehe. You’ll
have to flip her over to see.” The shop owner cackled like this was a great joke. The problem was,
he had a habit of keeping one hand down the front of his pants.“It’s a great sign, I’m sure. How
much did you pay the artist?”He waved the comment away, annoying me further.I really needed
something smooth—a cigar, a drink, a room with a view—to take the edge off, not that I’d ever
find any of those luxuries on this planet.“Camera Pony,” I said.His eyes went wide. “Oh shit, you
know the watch word. Don’t get excited and start asking for stuff. All that proves is that you ain’t
no cop. Doesn’t mean I have anything you want.”“How about I throat punch you and toss the
place until I find what I want,” I said, my tone mild but with an edge to it.His eyes narrowed, and I
realized there was some steel in him. He might look like a broken down old pervert, but he’d fight
me if I pushed it.“Are you joking?” he asked.I shrugged. “Sure. I’m joking. If that’s what you want
to hear.”“I don’t think you’re joking. I think you’re a cold-blooded killer. And I’m old, so that
probably means you’d win. But I don’t give an actual fuck. And before you think you can take
what you want, my safes have new locks and all the good stuff is hidden away.”“I only came here
to buy things,” I said, growing impatient.“Go out there and turn that sign around so it says we’re
closed,” he instructed.I did as he asked, noticing that the back of the sign was the back of the
rather well-formed girl, and suddenly I had the urge to wash my hands. This guy really was like a
horny teenager.“You know there aren’t any women actually built like that, right?” I said.“It’s all



kind of irrelevant at my age. I don’t give a shit about the sign. If you don’t have a sense of humor,
that’s your problem. What do you want?”“My source says you have Glandarian silicon,” I said.He
snorted, slamming one palm on the counter as he turned away from me in a huff. “Your source?
Your source! I’ll tell you something about whoever sold you that lie.”“Let’s cut to the chase. I need
it and you have it. What’s your price?”“Ah, fuck me running, you’re one of those Glad-sil freaks.
Why do I stay in this shit place?”“It’s just business,” I said, watching his every move.He shook his
head. “You sure you want the Glad-sil?”The man despised me nearly as much as he despised
what he was doing. I saw it in his face—the scornful eyes, the slight backing away as though
from a junkie, and the way he reached into his jumpsuit where he had a weapon.“That’s what I
said. I know you have three kilos in your safe.”“What are you going to use it for?” he asked.“What
do you think?”He motioned for me to back up as he punched in the combination to his safe.
“How much do you want?”“Give me .05 kilos.”When he turned, I thought he would draw his pistol
and shoot me in the throat. “Get out of my shop. Stop wasting my fucking time. I don’t sell less
than .5 kilos. That’s what you actually need to build anything useful. You’re a fucking
junkie.”When I smiled, the vertical scar that crossed my left eye stretched. The thing itched like a
son-of-a-bitch lately. As for the eye, it shined just enough to reveal its artificial nature. “Then give
me .5 and leave that handgun in its holster. You don’t need it.”His eyes widened slightly, probably
because he was crapping his pants and trying to guess how I knew the weapon he was carrying.
That wasn’t the type of skill a Glandarian silicon eater normally possessed. In general, they
hallucinated about sexual violence until the law dragged them out of their holes and sent them to
rehab.The rest of the transaction was tense but straightforward.“What would you do with .05
kilos, stranger?”“Eat it. What do you think?”“You’re not a junkie. Don’t bullshit me. I see that now.
You asked for .05 when you can afford .5, which means you’re something or someone I’ve never
seen around here.”I paid the man and slipped the bundle into my trench coat. All I needed was a
bead of Glandarian silicon to complete the repairs to my cybernetic arm, but I wasn’t telling him
that. The material was old technology now, no longer used to build anything. Some enterprising
drug addict had realized that eating the substance caused three days of hallucinations and an
erection that wouldn’t quit.“It’s for a friend,” I said. “Brother-in-law. He promised to go into rehab if
I can get him to Roxo III.”The man tilted his head, giving me a sympathetic look and letting out a
breath that he’d been holding for too long. “That’s rough. But we’ve all got one in the family. Roxo
ain’t a nice place.”“No, it isn’t.”The man rambled nervously, probably thinking I was a cop after all.
“You ever been there, because you might reconsider. It’s only safe if you have a shit ton of money
for security.”“I’m familiar with Roxo, unfortunately,” I said.“What the hell kind of business did you
have on that place?” he asked.“I had to cut off someone’s head,” I said without hesitation.He
didn’t laugh until I did, slapping him on the shoulder like we were sharing a joke in a street-side
bar.“No offense, sir, but you scare the shit out of me,” he admitted. “And that ain’t something I’ve
said in a minute.”Our conversation went nowhere. Neither of us seemed interested in small talk
or pointless arguing and our business was nearly done. Once he’d wrapped the silicon in wax
paper and handed it over to me, I paid him with a single-use encrypted bank code and walked



out.The temperature dropped the moment the sun went down. Normal citizens went inside for
dinner or maybe to just collapse on their beds and sleep after a hard day at one of the factories.
The area was quiet compared to a lot of cities I’d visited over the years.Quiet and dark, and full
of red stone for as far as the eyes could see—the place was spectacularly scenic for about five
minutes. Then it was just depressing.“Are you seeing what I’m seeing?” X-37 asked after I had
swept my vision over the street.“I’m literally seeing what you’re seeing, X,” I said, looking for
anything I’d missed.“Of course, sir. It seems our friends from the bar are back,” X-37 said.I’d
expected to get jumped. Guys like this with no jobs—the type of tough guys who could spend
the afternoon drinking and playing pool before the real action began—didn’t let go of grudges
easily. Personally, I didn’t have time for that shit. There was really only one grudge that mattered,
and that was against the Union.The only reason I wasn’t making a direct assault on the Union
capital was because I didn’t know where my mother and sister were.“Hey, foreigner,” Bobby from
the bar said as he crossed the street. “I thought I told you to stay away from here.”“You didn’t,” I
said. “But if you had, I would have still ignored you.”“Get him!” Bobby shouted.I hadn’t expected
to get rushed without a bit more foreplay. Back in my neighborhood on Boyer 5, it was more
ritualistic—more insults and trash-talking before squaring off. Six of these guys came at me,
though two were lagging behind, possibly unsure how far they wanted to take this. They probably
hoped their leader would crush me before they had to get involved.I slipped to one side and
launched a roundhouse kick, aiming to miss his outside leg in order to catch him on the inside of
his other thigh. A lot of cage fighters knew how to slam their shin against the common peroneal
nerve along the outside of the leg, but only the most skilled practitioners could time it and catch
the inner thigh where there were a lot of sensitive nerves and arteries.The force of the kick
scooped up his back leg. I put my foot down in the middle of his stance and drove forward with
my right elbow, slamming him onto his back. He was big—bigger than I remembered—and he
fell hard. His head made a wet thump on the pavement.Under other circumstances, I might’ve
dropped my weight on him, but I wasn’t trying to kill him. I just needed to put him in his
place.There were also five more locals to deal with. I spun away, hands up and ready as the next
two came at me. Deflecting their grabs and punches was harder than I expected, but still not
difficult. Drunk and angry, they swung with everything they had. The speed and momentum of
their strikes was a problem, but they were extremely predictable.A long fight for a Reaper was
thirty seconds. X-37 would probably tell me this engagement took nineteen seconds. I wasn’t
counting, but the Reaper AI kept track of things like that.A series of punches and elbow strikes
dropped the second two fighters. I moved on to the B team. The two who had hung back ran.
The last guy stood, not quite knowing what to do.“You can stay and get choked unconscious, or
you can follow your friends,” I said, stepping forward.The man nodded, processing my words
through a sudden haze of fear. He glanced at his fallen comrades, then decided to abandon
them.“What do you think, X? Leave them here or render aid?” I asked.“What a strange question.
Are you getting soft or have you found religion?” X-37 wondered. “My analysis of local laws
suggests you should try to render aid. Unless you want to go to jail.”“I ain’t trying to go to jail.” I



started with the big guy, slapping him gently on the face until he roused himself.He came up
swinging and I pushed him back down, locking his elbow in a hold that immobilized his upper
body completely. “Don’t be stupid. I just wanted to make sure you weren’t dead before I left.”He
cursed at me in one of the local dialects I didn’t understand. The emotional content of his street
slang was hard to misinterpret, however.“I’m gonna check on your friends. This time, you got
lucky. Next time, you won’t wake up. Stay away from me or you’ll pay the price.”After a brief,
angry staring contest, he nodded, but I wasn’t sure he understood. I gave Bobby the same
speech but wasn’t sure he got it because his eyes shifted in and out of focus and he looked
ready to puke.“Let’s get out of here, X,” I said.“That seems a reasonable course of action. I will,
of course, go wherever you go,” X-37 promised.I felt like I was missing something, so I looked
over my victims a final time. Smiling, I opened big Bobby’s jacket pocket and pulled out two
Starbrand cigars. His other pocket had an old style lighter that smelled like propane.Flipping it
open, I ignited the tip of the Starbrand, puffing until the ember was perfect.“I hope you’re happy,”
X-37 murmured in a disapproving tone.“If it makes you feel any better, it’s a fake,” I said, the cigar
distorting my words. “Tastes like a dog’s asshole.”“I’m not going to ask how you came to know
what that tastes like, and I don’t feel sorry for you,” X-37 said.“Didn’t think you would, X.” I inhaled
deeply. “Ahhh. No regrets.”3One nice thing about Gronic was that even the shabbiest workshop
conformed to fire codes. Carved from stone, the place felt like a bunker that could resist an
artillery strike. The bench was some type of granite with a rubber mat covering one end where I
laid my tools. The lighting was shitty, but you couldn’t have everything.“This would be a lot easier
if I could take the arm off and place it in front of me,” I told X.“If that were a possibility,” X-37 said,
“they would have taken it from you when you were in prison.”“Uh, huh. Yeah, you’re right,” I
conceded, squinting as I worked with an incredibly small pair of tweezers. My repair wouldn’t fix
everything and the minuscule nature of it was almost insulting. The head of one wire lacked
insulation. Even with the magnifying glasses I wore, I could barely see it.“You’re not even
listening to me,” X-37 said.“Uh, huh. Sure thing, X,” I said. The bead of silicon looked like a
baseball in the tweezers. I slipped it over the raw edges of wire and smoothed it out. The nice
thing about Glandarian silicon was that it was easy to work with once it was the same
temperature as the host wire.“We should go back to the ship,” X-37 said, probably not for the first
time.With the repair basically complete, I sat up straighter and looked around, clearing my vision
and breathing normally again. “Why is that, X?”“Because you would have proper tools on the
ship, and I could consult with Jelly,” X-37 said, referring to my new ship’s AI.“She told me she
wasn’t an expert on cybernetics,” I argued.“Yes,” X-37 said, “but you will also recall that she has a
broad database of general knowledge acquired from the three captains before you.”“Who were
all dangerous rogues and probably drunk most of the time,” I said. “We’ve had this conversation
before.”“And you intentionally distort the facts. The first captain was not a renegade, but an
honest man set upon by pirates,” X-37 said.“He worked for the Union. That doesn’t sound honest
to me,” I said. “And he drank whiskey like it owed him money.”“That makes absolutely no sense,”
X-37 complained.“He was an asshat just like the rest of them,” I said, raising my voice, feigning



more annoyance than I felt.“Jelly has fond memories of him and has requested more than once
for permission to inquire of his location and status,” X-37 said.“She doesn’t need my permission
for that, but we’re not going anywhere near the Union, and is it normal for a ship to get emotional
like this?” I asked.“Most artificial intelligences are programmed with a loyalty algorithm. It is, of
course, flexible, but designed to maintain the proper chain of command,” X-37 said.“So the
machines don’t rise up. Yeah, I get it,” I said. “Let me know what you find about this captain’s
location, and I’ll look into it. But I don’t want him or anybody else tied to the Union on the ship,
ever.”“I’m glad for your permission,” X-37 said evenly.I didn’t care for his tone.“You already did it,
didn’t you,” I said accusingly but not really caring. One thing the Reaper limited artificial
intelligence did better than a full AI was human intel research. I always needed as much
information as possible on my targets. I wasn’t surprised that X-37 had found data that Jelly
couldn’t see in the gal-net.“Captain Jedediah Summers was court-martialed for his failure to
maintain control of UFS Jellybird. He currently resides on Roxo III,” X-37 said.“Poor bastard,” I
said. “Roxo III is a shithole.”“Shall I work with Jelly to make travel plans?” X-37 asked, ignoring
my comment.“Let’s consider other options. I swore I’d never go there again,” I said, immediately
regretting saying the words aloud.“It seems that was probably premature,” X-37 said.“No, X, you
don’t get it. Humans don’t swear based on logic or expediency. It’s all in motion. Some bad shit
happened on Roxo. I did things people won’t forget,” I said.Killing wasn’t hard, especially if my
target deserved it—or I could convince myself my target deserved it. But torture was a different
story.Coping with the evil bastard I’d become in the service of the Union was tough. Cigars
helped. Staying busy was also a pretty good way to keep from dwelling on the living damnation
my life had become since dark ops selected me for the Reaper Corps.“I think I understand,” X-37
said. “You committed acts of violence and fear repercussions should you show your face on the
planet.”There was no way to make a computer program understand the meaning of regret. “Sure,
X. That’s a big part of it.”“I sense that you are up to something,” X-37 said as I picked up my tools
from the shop and packed them into a go-bag. Years of training and experience had taught me
how to put a lot of stuff in a really small, tight bundle. My current load-out was easy to manage
because I didn’t have a lot of gear to drag around.“I need to do something,” I said.“I would better
assist you if you gave me specifics,” X-37 pointed out.“Sure, I know that’s the truth,” I said.“Are
you trying to aggravate me?” X-37 asked.“Is that possible?” I countered.“Not in the way you
probably understand it. You can, however, decrease my efficiency with your vagueness,” X-37
said.“I don’t really need your help, but you’re welcome to guess what I need,” I said, heading into
the street.“My analysis suggests you are in search of Starbrand cigars, which are only available
on the black market and at a price you can’t afford,” X-37 said.“What about fakes?” I asked,
crossing the street and pausing to watch the foot traffic. There wasn’t much happening, but it
was a habit. Situational awareness was the first lesson they taught in the Reaper Corps. Nothing
mattered if an operator didn’t appreciate his or her environment.Reapers, from day one, never
trained with paint balls or other simunitions. Barney Drexler had been the first to die in training,
shot in the chest for pretending he couldn’t complete a run. It had happened from time to time.



Shelia Blue had been executed by a Reaper candidate in the class ahead of us for failing to
notice his approach.“A fake cigar is like a thousand times better than no cigar,” I said, slurring the
words despite my attempt at levity.“I don’t have a mathematical formula to check that assertion,
so I will take your word for it and enter the information in my knowledge database.” X-37 paused.
“There are several vendors of imitation Starbrand tobacco products, but I predict they will taste
like a dog’s orifice.”I burst out laughing, drawing stares from other pedestrians. My eyes actually
watered by the time I was done and I had to catch my breath. I looked around, staring down a
couple of street thugs who were creeping up on me, then glanced at an electric
billboard.“Thanks, X. I needed that,” I said.“Anytime, Reaper Cain. Your morale should be much
improved now that I have mastered humor,” X-37 said.“Yeah, sure. Don’t hurt yourself,” I said.A
display for Zag City on Greendale caught my attention. My mood quickly slid back a few
notches.“Why so serious?” X-37 asked. “Don’t you like my jokes?”
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Kite man, “The second book in the series is better than the first, and the first was great.. The
second installment of the Reaper series in the Renegade Star Universe. This book engaged my
interest in the story early and held it throughout the entire book. As I enjoyed the first book in the
series, I was not expecting to like this one so much more. The authors are settling in for a great
run.”

Jennifer P., “     This is a solid series!     . This is a fantastic series that keeps getting better
and better. The characters are only gaining more depth as time goes by (at leas tthe ones who
don't die) and I'm growing very fond of them. Kane is the perfect bad good guy who seems to
have his heart in the right place, but isn't a pushover in the least. The big Renegade universe
Easter egg hidden in the middle was absolutely fabulous and made me squeal with delight. I
really hope this series never ends!”

David E., “Protect the girl!!!!. Cain gets wind of a contract on Elise and heads back to greenbay
to try and find her.on the way he tangles with an old reaper 'friend' whose supposed to be dead.
How did the other reaper survive? Briggs and Cain are also hunting him (and the girl). Several
battles happen and Cain's neural wear is on the fritz!”

John W., “A fun read.. “The Last Reaper” series takes place in the “Renegade Star” universe.
You do not need to read “The Renegade Star” series to enjoy “The Last Reaper” series. I
enjoyed “Fear the Reaper” and considered it a fun fast read. However, the first four books in “The
Last Reaper” series are not as polished as the “Renegade Star” books. The manuscripts really
needed another once over by Chaney, Moon, and their editor. If you can get past this, it is a fun
series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cain is going after Elise.. Cain seems to be having problems with his
cybernetic implants and also seems to have seen another Reaper.Cain also is having worries
about Elise, seem someone has found her and wants to sell her to the Union. Lots of fighting and
gore.Read and enjoy.”

LanieX, “Action packed, the Snake Plissken in space story we always wanted. The first book in
the Reaper series was awesome but book two was even better! Loved the pacing and edge of
your seat action. Exciting see what the authors do for book three!”

JOHN R R CATTEL, “A fun read. A fast moving take that leads you nicely into the next book in
the series - where will it take you next!?”

Meenaz Lodhi, “Brutal and heart pounding!. Fear the Reaper. Respect your limitations.”First of



all, the cover is impressive, as is the story! Brutal, heart stopping and epic! Non-stop action and
chills abound in the astounding in this SciFi , Cyberpunk novel. This book has a thrilling plot,
complete with formidable characters, magnificently blended with heart-pounding scenes filled
with blood and guts. It starts with a bang and continues to build to an explosive finish... All the
elements in the story mesh well together to form an extraordinary novel. I am totally impressed!”

Colleen, “The Last Reaper - his story and of those who accompany him on his journey. A great
series on it’s own in the Renegade Universe. The Reaper is an interesting character who moves
from being a hard nosed cold, unfeeling killer to one who starts to get a conscious. His concern
for a young girl, in whom he sees aspects of himself, takes him from one adventure to another
with the theme of finding a specialist in the field of his decaying manufactured body parts.
Highly recommend.”

Robert Mitchell, “Read it! No really, read it right now!. The cover art is one of the best I've ever
seen, the book definitely lives up to such a beautiful cover!”

The book by J.N. Chaney has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 535 people have provided feedback.
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